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ABSTRACT: TThe study examined the behavior of the "autopilot-airplane" system
under a strong downward impulse. The airplane is modeled through a complex turbulent
turbulence that forms at mountain peaks. The airplane's behavior is controlled and
controlled by various autopilots. Comments and conclusions were made on the results of
modeling for a possible catastrophic situation if the stock height is less than 50 m and the
control is from a simple pilot structure.
KEY WORDS: FLIGHT SAFETY, MODELING, CONTROL CONTROL, FLIGHT
DYNAMICS.

Problem under investigation
Passage of an area with severe atmospheric disturbance is always associated
with potentially dangerous consequences for the airplane, crew and passengers.
A case is considered a flight with an autopilot and the following questions are
answered:
• When the autopilot can complicate the flight and create a crash
hazard?
• Should the autopilot be switched off when flying in high
atmospheric disturbance?

Study method
As a far as flights in strong atmospheric disturbance are always
considered to be one of the major versions for a number of crashes and
accidents, flights in such areas are potentially dangerous, and the flight
JOURNAL SCIENTIFIC AND APPLIED RESEARCH Vol. 13, 2018
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instructions define the means for safe passage in automatic or manual control.
Answers to questions put in the research can be solved by modeling and such a
method is chosen for the specific situation.
1. Introduction
In flight practice, there is a view that autopilot should be excluded in
conditions of strong turbulence and other atmospheric disturbances associated
with upward or especially more dangerous downward gusts in restricted space
areas. This issue is controversial, especially for modern aviation, and in most
cases is related to the level of technology in the area of automatic control
systems. There is no adequate response valid for all cases and the pilot should
therefore follow the specific instructions. A common answer can be given by
modeling a type situation where the consequences of the management of
different autopilots have been checked.
2. Ways to solve the problem
In order to achieve the objectives set in the study, Matlab-Simulink was
modeled on a hypothetical subsonic maneuver in automatic mode of flying over
a mountain peak of about 2000 meters with a strong counter-wind, where before
flit over a mountain peak and to the airplane hit downward gusts of about 17 m /
s. A common pattern of the modeled flight is shown in Figure 1.

Fig.1. Scheme of the modeled situation
3. Solution of the research problem
The "autopilot" system has been tested for two types of autopilot. The
first type has the simplest structure and law for elevator:
 в = Kв ( − зададено ) + Кв z ; ................................................. .................. (1)
The second type of autopilot is with vertical speed signals and height
control and stabilization.
 в = К вН ( Н − Н зададено ) + К вVyVy + K в ( − зададено ) + К в  z ................................ (2)
z

z
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The indices and designations in the control laws correspond to the
modeling in GOST 20058-80 according to the longitudinal motion equations
known from the flight dynamics (3) and have the following meanings:
в - Variation of the steering elevator (degrees);
К вН - Transmission coefficient for the flight height control channel;
К вVy - Transmission coefficient of the channel at the vertical speed.
К в - gearbox in the pitch pitch channel;
К в - Transmission coefficient at tangent angular velocity;
 - pitch angle (degrees);
 z - angular velocity of pitch (degrees / s);
H - flight height (m);
V y - Vertical speed (m / s)
z

The general appearance of the model is shown in Fig.2

Fig.2. General appearance of the model
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4. Results
Figures 3 and 4 show results of the airplane response without autopilot
control during a downward flight. The elevator is fixed around the mode
balance.

Fig. 3. Flight height change and normal overload without autopilot
control.

Fig.4. Modification of vertical speed, pitching angle and attack without
autopilot control (only changes are added to the output mode)

8
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Figures 5 and 6 show the reaction results of an autopilot control with a
simplified control law structure (Law 1) when passing through a downward air
storm.

Fig.5. Flight altitude and vertical speed change from autopilot control
with simplified control law structure - autopilot does not restore flight
height

Fig.6. Modification of normal overload and pitch corners and autopilot
control attack with simplified control law structure
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Figures 7 and 8 show the reaction results of the autopilot control with law
2 (with altitude and vertical speed signals) when passing through the simulated
atmospheric disturbance (downward air gust around a mountain peak).

Fig.7. Flight height change and normal overload on autopilot control with
altitude and vertical speed signals

Fig.8. Modification of vertical speed, pitching angles and autopilot control with
altitude and vertical speed signals

10
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5. Conclusion of modeling and conclusions
• The modeling results (Figures 3 and 4) show that when overfly through a
downward atmospheric impulse, the overload resistant airplane " go under ", but
it seeks to increase its pitch angle and thereby lessens the negative effects of
gust. " Go under " in height is limited in this case to 5 to 6 meters, and the
horizontal flight continues about 6 km with a lower altitude. This behavior is
also referred to as "getting into an air pit". The pilot can not pilot exactly and is
not advised to seek to limit the movement of the controls by increasing the pitch
of the pitch because it will increase the collapse (the plane go under with the
rear and the nose is lifted). Such behavior of the pilot is called "allowing the
airplane to be entrapmented in the disturbed atmosphere."
• In autopilot control with simplified structure (with tangent angle signals and
angular velocity of pitching - results in Figures 5 and 6), the autopilot
complicates the situation and the "dropping" is about 35 ... 40 meters at a high
vertical speed (more from 7m / s). There is a real danger that the autopilot may
cause a catastrophic situation to develop (in this case - falling on over a
mountain peak or before it). If the airplane is equipped with such an autopilot, it
should be switched off when passing through zones of any atmospheric
disturbance.
• The autopilot with altitude and vertical speed signals quickly recovers flight
altitude, fly down with a small vertical speed, and including such an autopilot
when flying across some atmospheric disturbances is useful for flight safety.
The modeling results are shown in Figures 7 and 8.
• The physiological impact on the pilot is almost the same for all modeled cases
- in fast portions the normal overload reaches negative values and the pilot's
body has a tendency to " hangs on the belts". The change in pitch and attack
angles for the cases under consideration differs only by value but not by type always at the beginning of the downward gust, the plane increases the angle of
the pitch and reduces the angle of attack - ie. "Falling" has with the tail down.
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ABSTRACT: The paper addresses selected methodological aspects of international
migration forecasting. The new methods based on the Bayesian statistics have been recently
developed. A fundamental problem in Bayesian statistics is the accurate evaluation of
multidimensional integrals. A comprehensive experimental study based on Faure and
Hammersley low discrepancy sequences and Fibonacci based lattice rule has been done. The
numerical tests show that the stochastic algorithms under consideration are efficient tool for
computing multidimensional integrals. It is important in order to obtain a more accurate and
reliable interpretation of the results in Bayesian statistics which is a foundation in
international migration forecasting.
KEYWORDS: Quasi-Monte Carlo sequences, multidimensional integrals, Hammersley
sequence, Fibonacci lattice rule, Faure sequence, international migration forecasting,
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Introduction
Forecasting international migration is an important, yet difficult research
task, characterized by the highest errors among the forecasts of all components
of the demographic change [1]. Reasons for this include a lack of a
comprehensive migration theory, difficulties in the theoretical framework of
JOURNAL SCIENTIFIC AND APPLIED RESEARCH Vol. 13, 2018
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migration [5], uncertainty of potential explanatory variables, ignoring forced
migration and policy elements in the forecasts, as well as poor data quality [3].
In order to improve accuracy of the international migration forecasts, attempts
should be also made to improve the forecasting methodology [1,2,3].
Bayesian model for forecasting international migration
The main drawback of a majority mathematical models of migration, apart from
the event-history analysis, is that they themselves do not explicitly address the
issue of uncertainty, important for preparing any forecast on their basis [3].
Although some of the models apply Markov chains [5,10,11], and can be
therefore
used
to
assess
uncertainty
using simulations, this possibility has not been explored up to date. However,
the assessments of uncertainty may be also included in a majority of
demographic models (cohort-component, multi-regional, or multi-state) by
feeding them at input with stochastic forecasts of particular
components of demographic change. The latter may involve econometric
forecasts and time series models, both in the sample-theory and the Bayesian
frameworks.
In the last few years an alternative approach based on the paradigm of
Bayesian statistics has been developed in [3]. The methodology that would
combine the advantages of the existing ones, including both the formality of the
applied statistical tools, and including subjective expert judgment in the
forecasting model is presented in [3]. This methodology allows for construction
of forecasting models combining the formal methods with the subjective
expertise [2,3].
Forecasting in the Bayesian approach is based on the construction of a
probability distribution of the vector of future values of the variable under study,
conditional on the vector of past (observed) values, and taking into account the
posterior knowledge on the parameters of the forecasting model [7]. Bayesian
methodology can reduce the estimation and prediction errors, in case the prior
distribution is informative and consistent with the observations [3,4,9]. This is
important in the small-sample studies (e.g., with population disaggregated by
sex, age, regions, etc.), where the prior information has relatively more weight
in the posterior result than the observations, unlike in large datasets [6,9]. The
extreme estimates obtained from small-sample data are in this way corrected
towards the prior expectations. The same applies to forecasting models based on
short time series, where the Bayesian approach is a way to reduce uncertainty
[23]. Additionally, the Bayesian methodology allows for a formal model
selection in order to maximally utilize information from the sample, by
comparing the posterior odds of different models given the data [22].
A fundamental problem in this methodology is the accurate evaluation of
multidimensional integrals. High dimensional integrals are usually solved with
14
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Monte Carlo algorithms. Monte Carlo method is the only possible method for
high-dimensional problems since its convergence is independent of the
dimension. Monte Carlo methods give statistical estimates for the functional of
the solution by performing random sampling of a certain random variable
whose mathematical expectation is the desired functional. Monte Carlo methods
are methods of approximation of the solution to problems of computational
mathematics, by using random processes for each such problem, with the
parameters of the process equal to the solution of the problem. The method
can guarantee that the error of Monte Carlo approximation is smaller than a
given value with a certain probability [8].
Quasi-Monte Carlo algorithms for numerical integration
In the last few years new approaches have been developed that outperform
standard Monte Carlo in terms of numerical efficiency. It has been found that
there can be efficiency gains in using deterministic sequences rather than the
random sequences which are a feature of standard Monte Carlo. These
deterministic sequences are carefully selected so that they are well dispersed
throughout the region of integration. Sequences with this property are known as
low discrepancy sequences. These sequences are often more efficient than
standard Monte Carlo in evaluating high dimensional integrals if the integrand
is sufficiently regular.
They are usually superior to the Monte Carlo methods as they have a
convergence rate of ((log N)s/N ), where N is the number of samples and s is
the dimensionality of the problem under consideration.
The standard M-dimensional Hammersley sequence [13] based on a number of
samples N is simply composed of a first component of successive fractions 0/N,
1/N, ..., N/N, paired with M-1 1-dimensional van der Corput sequences [20],
using as bases the first M-1 primes. The van der Corput sequence generates a
sequence of points in [0,1] which never repeats. For positive index I, the
elements of the van der Corput sequence are strictly between 0 and 1. In
particular, the I-th element of the van der Corput sequence is computed by
writing I in the base B (usually 2) and then reflecting its digits about the decimal
point. Let b1,...,bs-1 be coprime positive integers greater than 1. For given s and
N, the s-dimensional Hammersley set of size N is defined by [14]

for n = 1, ..., N. Then the discrepancy of the set is obtained in [13]:

where C is a constant depending only on b1, ..., bs−1. The above estimation for
the discrepancy of the Hammersley sequence means that this is a low
JOURNAL SCIENTIFIC AND APPLIED RESEARCH Vol. 13, 2018
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discrepancy sequence. The parameters of the algorithm are input: the integer I,
the index of the element of the sequence 0 <= I; integer M, the spatial
dimension, 1 <= M <= 100 and integer N, the "base" for the first component 1
<= N. Output is real R(M), the element of the sequence with index I.
The monographs of Sloan and Kachoyan [19] and Wang and Hickernell [21]
provide comprehensive expositions of the theory of integration lattices.
Let n be an integer, and a =( a1,...,as) be an integer vector modulo n. A set of the
form [15]

is called a lattice point set, where {x} denotes the fractional part of x. The vector
a is called a lattice point or generator of the set. As one can see, the formula for
the lattice point set is simple to program. The difficulty lies in finding a good
value of a, such that the points in the set are evenly spread over the unit cube.
The choice of good
generating vector, which leads to small errors, is not trivial. We consider the
following generating vector based on generalized Fibonacii numbers of
corresponding dimensionality:
where
with initial conditions
for l=0,1,…
The discrepancy of the set obtained by using the vector described above is
asymptotically estimated in [21].
The number of calculation required to obtain the generating vector is
O(ln
nl). The generation of a new point requires constant number of operations, thus
to obtain a lattice set of the described kind consisting of nl points, O(ln nl)
number of operations are necessary.
The Faure sequences [13] are a digital (0, s)-sequence over Fb with b denoting a
prime (original case) or a prime power (general case) greater or equal to s. The s
infinite generator matrices C(1),…,C(s) over Fb are defined by C(i) = (cjr(i))j, r ≥ 0
with
where α1,…, αs denote s distinct elements from Fb and the conventions α0 = 1 for
all α ∈ Fb and
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For α = 1, the resulting matrix is the infinite Pascal matrix modulo the
characteristic of Fb; for α = 0, it is the infinite identity matrix. If s = 1 and α1 =
0, the resulting (0, 1)-sequence is identical to the van der Corput sequence in the
same base [20]. The algorithm for the Faure sequence follows the method of
Henri Faure in [12] for computing quasi-random numbers. It is a merging and
adaptation of the routines INFAUR and GOFAUR from ACM TOMS 647. We
use of persistent variables to improve the MATLAB implementation. The
parameters of the Faure algorithm are described below. The input is an integer
DIM_NUM, the spatial dimension, which should be at least 2. The other
parameter is integer SEED, which is the seed, that indicates the index of the
element of the sequence to be calculated. If SEED is negative, it is effectively
replaced by a more suitable value. The output is a real QUASI(DIM_NUM), the
next quasi-random vector. For the output the appropriate value of SEED have to
be used on the next call, if the next element of the sequence is desired [4].
Numerical example and results
We will be interested in the following integrals that have widely used in
Bayesian statistics:

where f(x) and φ(x) are s-dimensional polynomials and N is a natural number.
This integrals are investigated by Shaowei Lin in [14]. We will test the
performance of the Faure sequence (FAUR), the Hammersley sequence
(HAM) and a particular lattice rule with generating vector, based on the
generalized Fibonacci numbers of the corresponding dimensionality
(FIBO). We will consider the following 7 and 15 dimensional integrals
(Example 1 and Example 2 respectively):

JOURNAL SCIENTIFIC AND APPLIED RESEARCH Vol. 13, 2018
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Table 1: The relative error for 7 dimensional integral
N
FAUR FIBO HAM
100
9.81e-2 9.26e-2 1.64e-1
1000
1.03e-3 2.21e-2 6.59e-2
10000
3.34e-4 1.59e-3 6.45e-2
100000
3.40e-4 9.14e-5 8.17e-3
Table 2: The computational time for 7 dimensional integral
time in seconds FAUR FIBO HAM
0.1
8.17e-2 2.17e-2 3.19e-1
1
2.26e-3 9.32e-3 8.12e-2
10
2.34e-4 2.47e-3 6.45e-2
60
1.10e-4 1.15e-4 8.69e-3
Table 3: The relative error for 15 dimensional integral
N
FAUR FIBO
HAM
100
7.45e-3 3.04e-5 6.44e-4
1000
7.86e-4 3.04e-5 1.95e-4
10000
1.26e-4 1.23e-5 7.27e-5
100000 6.43e-5 7.99e-6 7.51e-5
Table 4: The computational time for 15 dimensional integral
time in seconds FAUR FIBO HAM
0.1
5.56e-3 1.22e-4 5.94e-2
1
6.58e-4 7.80e-5 1.24e-3
10
1.06e-4 7.60e-5 9.46e-4
60
7.17e-5 1.38e-5 6.65e-5
In the Table 1 and 2 are presented the relative error for the 7 and 15
dimensional integrals with Fibonacci lattice sequence (FIBO), Faurre low
discrepancy sequnce (FAUR) and Hammersley quasi-random sequence (HAM)
for a fixed number of points. In Table 2 and 4 are presented the relative errors
for 7 and 15 dimensional integrals with FAUR, FIBO and HAM for a fixed
computational time which is a measure of the computational complexity.
Obviously FIBO has the lowest computational complexity and is the fastest
algorithm, while HAM and FAUR are slower, because they need an additional
time for generating the corresponding low discrepancy sequences. As can been
seen from the results for 7 dimensional integral, the low discrepancy sequence of
Hammersley produces the worst results. It is interesting to see that Faure
18
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sequence gives lowest relative errors for a given number of realizations of the
random variable - see Table 1, but the Fibonacci lattice sequence has the
advantage for a preliminary given time in seconds - see Table 2. For 15
dimensional integral Fibonacci gives the best results for a given number of realizations
and fixed computational time - see Table 3, while Hammersley sequence and Faure
sequence have very similar behavior - see Table 4. So we can conclude that all stochastic
algorithms under consideration are efficient tool for evaluation of multidimensional
integrals related to Bayesian models in migration forecasting. This is the first time a
particular 1-rank lattice rule based on Fibonacci generating vector is compared
with Hammersley and Faure quasi-random sequences.
Conclusion
In this paper we analyze the performance of different quasi-Monte Carlo
methods for multidimensional integrals related to Bayesian based models in
improving the international migration. Stochastic methods under consideration
are an efficient way to solve problems in forecasting international migration
based on Bayesian statistics. A fundamental problem in Bayesian statistics is the
accurate evaluation of the presented multidimensional integrals. It is a crucial
element since this may be important for improving the international migration
forecasting.
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ABSTRACT: A comprehensive numerical study between randomly shifted lattice rules
and Fibonacci based lattice rule for computing multidimensional integrals has been done.
The methods have not been compared before and both are recommended in case of smooth
integrands. The two stochastic methods are completely different thus it is not trivial of
which one of them outperforms the other. We consider a case study with smooth integrand
functions of different dimensions.
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Introduction
Nowadays Monte Carlo (MC) and quasi-Monte Carlo (QMC) methods
have become a popular computational device for many problems.
Multidimensional integrals are usually solved with MC and QMC algorithms
[11]. New approaches have been developed that outperform standard MC
algorithm in terms of numerical efficiency [1]. It has been found that there can
be efficiency gains in using deterministic sequences rather than the random
sequences which are a feature of standard Monte Carlo [5]. The crude Monte
Carlo method has rate of convergence O(N −1/2) which is independent of
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the dimension of the integral, and that is why Monte Carlo integration is the
only practical method for many high-dimensional problems [2]. Much of the
efforts to improve MC methods are in construction of variance reduction
methods which speed up the computation or to use quasi-random sequences [4].
QMC methods use deterministic sequences that have better uniform properties
measured by discrepancy [12]. They are usually superior to the MC methods
as they have a convergence rate of ((log N)s/N ), where N is the number of
samples and s is the dimensionality of the problem under consideration.
Basic Definitions
Let Gs denote the unit cube in s-dimensional space [23]:
Let n1 < n2 < ... be a sequence of positive integers, and let Pnl be any set of nl
points in Gs. (Here a set may have multiple copies of the same point.) For any r
= (r1,..., rs) note that r1...rs is the volume of the box [0; r). Let Nnl(r) denote the
number of points in Pnl lying inside the box [0; r). The discrepancy of the set
Pnl is defined as the largest difference between the proportion of points in the
box and the volume of the box:

This notion was introduced byWeyl (1916). If D(nl) = o(1) as nl goes to infinity,
then the sequence of sets Pnl ,
n1 < n2 < ... is said to be uniformly distributed on Gs with discrepancy D(nl).
The subscript l is often omitted for simplicity. Not only is the discrepancy a
geometric method for measuring uniformity of a set, the discrepancy of a set
measures its quality for use in numerical quadrature. The error of this
approximation is bounded by the Koksma-Hlawka inequality [14]:

where D(n) is the discrepancy of the set

and V( f ) is the bounded variation of f in the sense of Hardy and Krause. If the
integrand is smoother and also periodic, then better error bounds may be
obtained, in particular for quadrature rules using lattice point sets.
The lattice S is an infinite set of points with the following three properties
[16,17]:
22
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1. If x and x' belong to S , then x + x' and x - x' also belongs to S .
2. S contains s linearly independent points.
3. There exists a sphere centered at 0 that contains only 0 itself.
By a ”lattice rule” then, we shall mean a rule of the form

in which x0,...,xN-1 are all the points of a multiple-integration lattice that lie in
Gs. The cubic lattice is

where n is a positive integer. The corresponding lattice rule is the ”rectangle
rule”

where N = ns. Because N rises very rapidly with s, the rectangle rule suffers in a
very obvious way from the ”curse of dimensionality.” Note that this rule is
equivalent, because of the assumed periodicity, to a product-trapezoidal rule.
Lattice rules are based on the use of deterministic sequences rather than random
sequences. They are a special type of so-called low discrepancy sequences. It is
known that as long as the integrand is sufficiently regular, lattice rules
outperform the basic Monte Carlo method and most of the other types of low
discrepancy sequences [8,12].
Fibonacci based lattice rule for numerical integration
There are constructions of sequences known such that for their discrepancy:

Here C is a certain constant, depending on the sequence. These sequences are
believed to have the best possible order of convergence.
The monographs of Sloan and Kachoyan [18], Niederreiter [15], Hua and Wang
[9], Wang and Hickernell [23] and Sloan and Joe [17] provide comprehensive
expositions of the theory of integration lattices.
Let n be an integer, and a =( a1,...,as) be an integer vector modulo n. A set of the
form [19]
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is called a lattice point set, where {x} denotes the fractional part of x. The vector
a is called a lattice point or generator of the set. As one can see, the formula for
the lattice point set is simple to program. The difficulty lies in finding a good
value of a, such that the points in the set are evenly spread over the unit cube.
The choice of good
generating vector, which leads to small errors, is not trivial [9,10]. Complicated
methods from theory of numbers are widely used, for example Zaremba’s index
or error of the worst function. We consider the following generating vector
based on generalized Fibonacci numbers of corresponding dimensionality
[9,23]:

where

with initial conditions

for l=0,1,…
The discrepancy of the set obtained by using the vector described above is
asymptotically estimated in [9].
The number of calculation required to obtain the generating vector is O(ln nl).
The generation of a new point requires constant number of operations, thus to
obtain a lattice set of the described kind consisting of nl points, O(ln nl) number
of operations are necessary. However the discrepancies of the lattice point sets
obtained by these two methods have larger upper bounds than those obtained by
Korobov's method [17,18].
Randomly shifted lattice rules
The method is developed by Dirk
Nuyens in [12,13]. Given a generating vector z of integers, the k-th point of the
sequence is given by
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where φ is typically the radical inverse or the gray coded radical
inverse function in the base of the lattice sequence. The radical inverse of an
integer k with m digit base b expansion

is obtained by mirroring the digits at the fractional point, i.e.,

Obviously the result is a rational in bm and an alternative view is thus to look at
this mapping as a permutation of the integers in {0,…,bm−1}. In other words we
are reversing the digits. Luckily, in base 2 reversing digits can be done
efficiently. There is a Matlab/Octave and a C++ version to reverse bits
developed by Dirk Nuyens in [13]. To obtain the radical inverse in base 2 of an
unsigned 32 bit integer then just requires scaling the result of the bit reversion
by 2−32.
Working in gray code ordering has speed advantages for digital nets (and
sequences) but less so for lattice sequences. The comparison with the digital
sequences will be a future study.
Sobol Sequences
Sobol sequences (also called LPτ sequences or (t, s) sequences in base 2) are an
example of quasi-random low discrepancy sequences. The Sobol quasi-random
sequences was first introduced by the Russian mathematician Ilya M. Sobol in
1967 [19] and later described in [20]. We use an adaptation of the INSOBL and
GOSOBL routines in ACM TOMS Algorithm 647 [4] and ACM TOMS
Algorithm 659 [3]. The original code can only compute the "next" element of
the sequence. The revised code allows the user to specify the index of the
desired element [21]. These sequences use a base of two to form successively
finer uniform partitions of the unit interval and then reorder the coordinates in
each dimension. In his article, Sobol described Πτ-meshes and LPτ sequences,
which are (t,m,s)-nets and (t,s)-sequences in base 2 respectively. The terms
(t,m,s)-nets and (t,s)-sequences in base b (also called Niederreiter sequences)
were coined in 1988 by Niederreiter [15]. The term Sobol sequences was
introduced in late English-speaking papers in comparison with Halton, Faure
and other low-discrepancy sequences. A more efficient gray code was proposed
by Antonov and Saleev in [16].
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Numerical example and results
We will test the performance of the randomly shifted lattice rule (RSLR)
based on a special choice of the generating vector obtained with the fast
component by component construction developed by Dirk Nuyens
[12,13] and a particular lattice rule with generating vector, based on the
generalized Fibonacci numbers of the corresponding dimensionality
(FIBO) on multidimensional integrals of smooth functions of different
dimensions. A comparison with Sobol quasi-random sequence (SOBOL)
for a preliminary given computational time will be given. We will be
interested which of the methods gives lowest relative errors for 1 minute.
We consider examples of 4, 10 and 25 dimensional integrals of smooth
integrands. The computational time is given in seconds. We have used
CPU Intel i5 2410M and 8GB of ram for running the numerical
experiments and the computations have been done with Matlab.
Example 1.

Exampe 2.

Example 3.

Table 1: The relative error for 4 dimensional integral
N
FIBO Time RSLR Time
100 1.39e-1 0.001 1.31e-1 0.002
1000 9.27e-3 0.01 3.83e-3 0.02
10000 7.90e-4 0.09 5.76e-3 0.22
100000 3.40e-4 1.10 4.29e-4 2.24
1000000 2.68e-5 5.79 1.38e-5 16.5
0
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Table 2: The computational time for 4 dimensional integral
time in seconds
0.1
1
10
60

FIBO
9.27e-3
3.26e-4
7.21e-6
9.10e-8

SOBOL
5.17e-3
5.37e-5
1.43e-5
2.68e-7

RSLR
3.44e-3
7.21e-4
9.21e-5
5.51e-6

Table 3: The relative error for 10 dimensional integral
N
FIBO Time RSLR Time
100 8.35e-1 0.001 5.77e-1 0.002
1000 1.47e-1 0.08 6.72e-2 0.02
10000 4.21e-2 0.12 8.71e-3 0.25
100000 1.02e-2 0.91 9.57e-4 2.37
1000000 1.08e-3 6.27 1.95e-4 14.01
0
Table 4: The computational time for 10 dimensional integral
time in seconds
0.1
1
10
60

FIBO
9.82e-2
4.58e-2
1.37e-2
1.28e-3

SOBOL
1.06e-2
9.15e-2
9.93e-4
1.38e-4

RSLR
5.94e-2
8.12e-3
3.16e-4
1.65e-5

Table 5: The relative error for 25 dimensional integral
N
FIBO Time RSLR Time
1000 9.84e-1 0.03 2.77e-1 0.04
10000 7.10e-1 0.11 9.70e-2 0.31
100000 1.97e-1 0.81 1.42e-3 2.59
1000000 9.09e-2 6.40 7.04e-4 11.1
0
Table 6: The computational time for 25 dimensional integral
time in seconds FIBO SOBOL RSLR
0.1
7.10e-1 2.50e-1 4.22e-1
1
1.21e-1 1.09e-1 1.13e-1
10
8.86e-2 1.85e-2 4.43e-3
60
7.13e-2 9.21e-3 1.15e-4
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In the Table 1,3 and 5 are presented the relative error for the 4,10 and 25
dimensional integrals with Fibonacci lattice sequence (FIBO) and randomly
shifted lattice rule (RSLR) for a fixed number of points. In Table 2,4,6 are
presented the relative errors for 4,10 and 25 dimensional integrals with Sobol
quasi-random sequence (SOBOL), FIBO and RSLR for a fixed computational
time which is a measure of the computational complexity. Obviously FIBO has
the lowest computational complexity and is the fastest algorithm, while RSLR
and SOBOL are slower, because they need an additional time for generating the
corresponding low discrepancy sequences. As can been seen from the results for 4
dimensional integral, the randomly shifted lattice rule produces more rapid
convergence, and lower errors, than the Fibonacci lattice sequence for a given
number of realizations of the random variable-see Table 1, but for a fixed
computational time- Fibonacci sequence gives better results- see Table 2. It can
be seen that for lower dimensions FIBO is better than Sobol for a fixed computational
time. Therefore Fibonacci lattice rule is the best choice for low dimensional integrals. For
the 10-dimensional integral RSLR gives lower relative errors than the Fibonacci
algorithm- see Table 3. For a preliminary given time in seconds Sobol and RSLR gives
better results than Fibonacci-see Table 4. We can conclude that for mid and high
dimensions RSLR sequence gives more reliable results than FIBO and it can be
successfully compete with one of the best quasi-random sequences of Sobol.
For 25- dimensional integral as expected FIBO produces the worst results, while
randomly shifted lattice rule is more appropriate is clearly better - see Table 5.
For a fixed computational time RSLR again gives lower relative errors than - see
Table 6. For higher dimensions the errors can not be small. However, RSLR
gives sufficient accuracy. This multidimensional integral can be applied to
various problems [2] where data is taken in randomized way [6]. They are often
used in physical problems [7] and are most useful when it is difficult or
impossible to use other mathematical methods. This multidimensional integral
can be applied to various problems like stochastic tomography connected with
people migration. International migration is a topic that is attracting a significant
level of interest in current political debate and is high on the agenda for policy
makers in central and local government. In our previous paper [22] we described
the Hammersley sequence and the comparison with the randomly shifted lattice
rule and other types of low discrepancy sequences will be an object of a future
study.
Conclusion
In this paper we analyze the performance of different quasi-Monte Carlo methods
for multidimensional integrals. Stochastic methods under consideration are an
efficient way to solve the problem under consideration. Clearly the progress in
this area is closely connected with developing fast and reliable algorithm for
multidimensional integrals.
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ABSTRACT: One of the most complex and dynamic enterprise systems are logistics. The
system designing requires many people, whereas specialized software products can be used to
help design different elements and stages. Certain purpose of the work is to be presented
software products Autodesk Factory Design Suite and their application in the education of the
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material. This cause lasting interest in science, which is a prerequisite for highly qualified
personnel, competition in the labor market.
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1. Introduction
One of the most complex and dynamic systems of an enterprise are logistics.
They are composed of multiple elements with links between them as transport,
warehouses for raw materials, manufacturing, warehouses and storage equipment
for finished goods, shops and not least people.
System designing requires a lot of people, whereas specialized software
products can be used to help design different elements and stages. One of the
software that can be used to design systems like warehouse logistics, storage
equipment, factory buildings and equipment, machinery and details is Autodesk
Factory Design Suite.
Therefore the aim of the current work is to be presented the software
products Autodesk Factory Design Suite and their application in the education of
students in general engineering.
2. Exposition
Autodesk Factory Design Suite is a package of many programs that are
designed to create projects with maximum accuracy - from idea to
implementation.
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Autodesk Factory Design Suite has three versions: Standard, Premium and
Ultimate. During the education, students use all three versions free.
During the education, students from Shumen University, Department
"Logistics Engineering" use Autodesk Factory Design Suite Ultimate version
2017 and version 2018. The software package consists of AutoCAD Mechanical,
AutoCAD Architecture, AutoCAD MEP, Autodesk Inventor Professional,
Autodesk Navisworks Manage, Autodesk 3ds Max, Autodesk Vault, Autodesk
Showcase, Autodesk Factory Design Suite Utilities, AutoCAD Raster Design and
Autodesk ReC.
Stated software products can be used separately or in combination. They can
create 2D and 3D digital models of the details and plans of warehouses, storage
equipment, industrial plant and equipment in them. After creating the digital
models with the software, they can perform simulations of different loads of
detail, efficiency of warehouses and manufacturing plans. In engineering
preparation of students, the informative approach is used. "Through this approach,
learning of each object, process or phenomenon, students discover and analyze
the characteristic information aspect, which is actually learning by analysis. This
makes it possible to trace any integrity on the basis of the general to the specific,
thus revealing information essence"[1].
In the teaching of students, who are specialized in class "Logistic
Engineering" are often used "AutoCAD" and Autodesk Inventor in the specialties
of "Simulation methods in designing logistic systems" and "Engineering
graphics". Using AutoCAD Mechanical in the education of students is intended
not only to produce 2D and 3D plans, but also in the process of training they learn
to create design documentation to pick out ready plans, which have drawn details
with real size which subsequently can be made (Figure 1).

Fig. 1 Design Documents
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AutoCAD Mechanical software is suitable for students with specialty
“general engineering”, as it has built libraries with certified components to plot
holes, carving joints, bearings, etc., Illustrated in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Libraries with standard components
After completion of the course "Engineering Drawing" and acquaintance
with AutoCAD Mechanical, students will be prepared to pick out and draw the
design documentation, which will be of help for easy understanding of the
material on subjects Mechanics, Machine Elements, Materials and others.
Another software product of the packet “Autodesk Factory Design Suite
Ultimate”, which is used for educational purposes in teaching students, is
Autodesk Inventor. It is taught the course "Simulation methods for designing
logistics systems." It gives the students learn to design details, whole logistics
systems and production facilities in 2D and 3D presented in the Figure 3[3, 8 ].
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Fig. 3. Design with Autodesk Inventor
To help in the design of details and logistics systems come built into
Autodesk Inventor libraries of standardized details, beams, tubes, ready units of
conveyor belts, machines, manipulators, vehicles and more. Besides designing
details, equipment, logistics systems and others with Autodesk Inventor can
perform simulations and related resistance (strength loads) of parts, complete
units and structures (Fig.4) [3, 9], which helps to reinforce the knowledge gained
in other disciplines such as Mechanics, Machine Elements, Materials, etc. .

fig. 4. Simulations of loads with Autodesk Inventor
The teaching on "Simulation methods for designing logistics systems"
except Autodesk Inventors considered and other programs included in the Factory
Design Suite Ultimate -AutoCAD Architecture, AutoCAD MEP, Autodesk
Inventor Professional, Autodesk Navisworks Manage, Autodesk 3ds Max,
Autodesk Vault, Autodesk Showcase, Autodesk Factory Design Suite Utilities,
AutoCAD Raster Design, Autodesk ReC.
With Reverse engineering Autodesk Inventor and other programs of Factory
Design Suite, students acquire knowledge about design details, logistics and
production systems. The knowledge will be helpful to the study of subjects
"Courses of design" and "Engineering logistics systems"
34
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3. Conclusion
In conclusion it can be said that the application software of Autodesk Factory
Design Suite in the training of students in general engineering breaks the
traditional way of learning process. This cause lasting interest in science, leading
to a highly qualified staff, competitors in the labor market.
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ABSTRACT: The article discusses methods for determining visibility between two points
of a topographic map. The different ways are depicted depending on what we have at our
disposal.
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Determining the visibility between two points can be done in several ways:
comparing point heights by constructing a triangle, computing, and building a
profile.
1. Determine visibility by comparing point heights.
• Explore the relief in the direction of the observed point and determine the
unevenness that would interfere with visibility;
• Set the altitude of the starting point (Hstart.), the obstacle (Hobst.) and the end
point (Hend);
• Compare the determined altitudes Fig. 1 if:
- Hobst. is less than Hstart. and Hend, then we have visibility;
- Hobst. is higher than Hstart. and Hend, then we have no visibility;
- Hobst. is less than Hstart. and higher than Hend or vice versa, the visibility is
questionable. In this case, the distance between the obstacle and the end
point affects visibility. As the obstacle is closer to the endpoint, the more it
will interfere with the visibility, and vice versa, the longer the visibility is
better.
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Fig.1. Altitude comparison
2. Identify visibility by building a triangle on the map.
• Joints with a straight line start and end point. On the same line, the obstacle
point is noted, which will eventually hinder visibility;
• Determine the altitudes of the start, end and point of the obstacle (Hstart.,
Hend. и Hobst.);
• The height of the lowest point is taken to zero and we calculate the excesses
h between it and the other two points. Excess is obtained as a difference
in altitudes between two points;
• Calculated excesses on an appropriate scale are applied from the
corresponding points perpendicular to the line connecting the starting point
and the endpoints;
• The raised perpendiculars are connected with a straight line - a visual beam.
If the beam passes over the point taken to zero, we have no visibility, and
vice versa;
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• To determine how many meters to climb for visibility, it is necessary to
pass a second beam through the zero point and the perpendicular point
raised from the obstacle point to cross the perpendicular to the rest of the
point. On the perpendicular, the distance between the two beams is
measured and the excess is determined.
Example: Determine the visibility between point A and point B by
constructing a triangle on a topographic map on the scale M 1: 25000 fig.2.

Fig.2. Determination of visibility by triangle
- We connect point A and point B. We apply the point of the obstacle;
- We set the altitudes: HA(startpoint) =296,5 m; HB(endpoint) =194,5 m;
Hobst.=260 m;
- We accept HB = 0 m (lowest point) and calculate: ΔhBA = 296,5 m – 194,5
m = 102 m; ΔhB-obst. = 260 m – 194,5 m = 45,5 m.
- We divide the two excesses to 25 to get values that are convenient to map
(if we divide by 100 or 50 we get very small numbers, so divide by 25):
ΔhBA= 102 m / 25 = 4,8 сm; ΔhB-obst. = 45,5 m / 25 = 1,82 сm;
- Once we connect perpendiculars we see that we have no visibility (the sight
beam passes over point B);
- After constructing the second beam and measuring the difference between
it and the first (in this case 1 cm), we determine how much the height of the
point A is to change in order to have visibility: Δh = 1 сm * 25 = 25 m.
3. Definition of visibility by calculation.
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• Joints with a straight line start and end point. On the same line, the
obstacle point is noted, which will eventually hinder visibility;
• Calculate the excess Δh between the start and the end point and Δh between
the obstacle and the lower of the two (starting or ending);
• Measure the distance in cm between the starting point and the end point,
and between the obstacle and the lower one (starting or ending);
• Two ratios are compiled - over-distances and distances;
- exceedance - Δh between the start and end point to Δh between the obstacle
and the lower of the two (starting or ending);
- Distances - the distance in cm between the starting point and the end point
to the distance between the obstacle and the lower one (starting or ending);
• Comparing both ratios. If the ratio of overshoots is greater than overdistances, we have visibility and vice versa.
Example: Determine the visibility between point A and point B by computing
on a topographic map on scale M 1: 25000, fig.3.

Fig.3. Definition of visibility by calculation
- We connect point A and point B. We apply the point of the obstacle;
- We calculate ΔhBA = HA - HB = 296,5 m – 194,5 m = 102 m;
ΔhB- obst. = Hobst. - HB = 260 m – 194,5 m = 45,5 m;
- We measure distances: SAB = 6 сm; Sobst.-B = 2,2 сm;
- We draw up the ratios:
1) 102 m/45,5 m = 2,24;
2) 6 сm/2,2 сm = 2,73;
- It seems that the first attitude (the exceedance) is less than the second
(distance), from which it follows that we have no visibility.
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4. Identify visibility by building an account.
Profile is called the vertical section of the area on the line between two points
(profile line). Profiles are full and shortened.
• Full profile.
When building the full profile, all the heights on the profile line are used
(basic,the additional, auxiliary horizons and altitude check markers).
The profile is built on a millimeter paper, and for a more accurate acquisition
of the actual relief forms a suitable vertical scale is selected.
Order of operation, fig.4.

Fig.4. Build complete profile
- We connect with a straight line the start and the end point (profile line);
- In the left frame of the millimeter paper are inscribed (opposite the
horizontal lines) the height of the horizons from the lowest to the highest
height, along the line between the starting point and the end point (from
bottom to top);
- Place the prepared millimeter paper on the line between the dots so that the
top edge is on the line. From each intersection point of the line with the
horizontal we drop perpendiculars to the corresponding inscribed
horizontal lines of the millimeter paper;
- The points obtained are joined by hand with smooth lines.
• Short profile.
Building a shortened profile does not differ significantly from building a full
profile. The difference is that the reduced profile on the millimeter paper transfers
only the horizons expressing the ascent and descent boundaries, the sharp bends
and the slopes, the horizons between them not being displayed.
References
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1. General considerations.
To be able to measure distances from the map and solve a number of practical
tasks, we need to know its scale.
Scale of the map is called the ratio of the lengths of the lines of the map to the
horizontal lengths of the same lines from the area:

(1)

а
1
=
А М

where: a - the measured distance from the map (recorded in meters), А - the
same distance of the area; M - Scale.
On each map the scale is written under the southern frame in the middle of
the card sheet and is expressed numerically and graphically (linear) Fig.1.
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Fig.1. Numerical, graphical scale and scale number
Numerical scale is called the scale expressed by the relation between the
number 1 and the number, which shows how many times the lengths of the lines
of the locality have been reduced when displayed on the map. Example: 1:
10000; 1: 50000; 1: 1000000.
When using the numeric scale, when we measure a distance from the map,
the centimeters and millimeters we read are multiplied by the scale
corresponding to 1 cm in the scale of the map. On most maps, this value is
labeled below the numerical scale. If there is no inscription, the easiest way is
the so-called "rule of the two zeros" fig.2. Example: if the scale is 1: 25000,
hiding the last two zeros with the finger, we get that 1 cm of the map
corresponds to 250 m from the area.

Fig.2. "Rule of Two Zeros"
Linear scale is called the graphical expression of numerical scale. It is a
straight line, divided into equal divisions, which correspond to a certain circular
number of meters from the area for the given scale fig.3.

Fig.3. Linear scale
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- a - basis of the linear scale - the largest division, expressed in centimeters;
- b - magnitude of the linear scale - the number of meters from the area
corresponding to the base;
- in - linearity accuracy - the number of meters from the site corresponding to
the smallest scale scale to the left of zero.
2. Determining the scale of the map.
If the scale of the card is missing or not specified, then it can be determined in
one of the following ways:
- On the map nomenclature - Each scale has its strictly defined nomenclature Table 1.
Table 1
Мащаб

Означение

1 : 1 000 000

K-34
K-34А, Б, В, Г
K-34I, II, ..., XXXVI
K-341, 2, 3, ..., 144
K-34-45А, Б, В, Г
K-34-45-Ба, б, в, г
K-34-45-Б-б
1, 2, 3, 4
K-34-45
(1, 2, 3, ..., 256)
K-34-45
(235-а, б, в, ..., и)

1 : 500 000
1 : 200 000
1 : 100 000
1 : 50 000
1 : 25 000
1 : 10 000
1 : 5 000
1 : 2 000

- The kilometer (coordinate) network.
Example: The square of the grid is 4 cm and the gauge is passed through 2
mm. The scale is defined as follows:
4 cm of the map corresponds to 2000 meters from the area.
1m of the map corresponds to Xm from the area.
X=

(2)

2000.1
= 500m
4

М = 1:50000
- The milestones along the roads.
Example: The distance between two neighboring milestones on the map is 2
cm (Fig.4). What is the scale of the map?
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Fig.4. Kilometric stones
Two centimeters of the map correspond to 1000 m of the area.
1m of the map corresponds to Xm from the area.

(3)

X=

1000.1
= 500m
2

М = 1:50000
- Measured distance of the area.
We measure the distance between two typical local objects in meters that are
mapped to the map. From the map we measure the same distance in centimeters.
Example: The distance between road bridge and roadside fountain is 850 m,
and the same distance on the map is 3.4 cm.
3.4 cm of the map corresponds to 850 meters from the area.
1m of the map corresponds to Xm from the area.
X=

(4)

850.1
= 250m
3, 4

М = 1:25000
- By comparing the same distance on another map of a certain scale.
Example: On a map in M 1: 50000 the distance between a transformer and a
road junction is 8.6 cm. The same distance between the two objects on another
map of unknown scale is measured 4.3 cm.
8,6 сm x 500 = 4300 m
На 4,3 сm от картата отговарят 4300 m от местността.
На 1 сm от картата отговарят X m от местността.
X=

(5)

4300.1
= 1000m
4,3

М = 1:100000
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- On the length of the arc for one minute on the meridian.
The length of one minute on the meridian is about 1852.2 m and is equal to one
nautical mile. On the eastern and western frames of each topographic map, the
meridian minutes are mapped on a large scale (Fig.5). The scale of the map is
obtained by dividing the length of the corresponding distance from the area
corresponding to the minutes in centimeters of the map.

Fig.5. Minute on the meridian

Example: The length of one division is 5 minutes along the meridian of the
map and is equal to 4.63 cm. The same distance from the site will be: 5 x 1852,2
= 9261 m.
At 4.63 cm of the map correspond to 9261 meters of the area.
1 cm of the map corresponds to X m from the area.
X=

(6)

9261.1
= 2000m
4, 63

М = 1:200000
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ABSTRACT: The article describes a study of 92 patients (79 male and 13 female)
with esophageal carcinoma - Ca oesophagii. The patients' blood type affiliation to AB0 and
Rhesus factor systems was established. In comparison with the control group, consisting of
healthy representatives of modern Bulgarian population, there was a statistically significant
increase of disease incidence in patients with blood type A (by 22,60% to 66,30%) - P <0.05.
In patients with other blood types there was a varying decrease of incidence (more
pronounced in groups 0 and B). Significant sex-based dimorphism was observed in the
distribution of the disease in the studied sample (predominantly male patients). We assume
that blood type A affiliation is one of the risk factors for the development of this disease. In
the Rhesus Factor system there were no differences between the studied sample and the
control group.
KEY WORDS: blood groups ABO and Rhesus factor, Ca oesophagii

Introduction: A great deal of our previous research has been concerned
with the possible correlation between blood group affiliation and human
diseases. We have studied both benign and malignant diseases, while focusing in
particular on carcinomas. We believe there may be a link between the onset and
progression of diseases and certain biological factors, namely the blood group
affiliation of the patients. So far, we have tracked and demonstrated some
interrelations between blood type and carcinoma of the female reproductive
system, such as (Ca ovarii, Ca uteri, Ca glandulae mamae) [1], (Ca vulvae) [2],
the male reproductive system (Ca glandulae prostatae) [1], (Ca penis, Ca testis)
[3], the urinary tract (Ca renis) [4], (Ca vesicae urinariae) [5], the respiratory
system (Ca pulmonis) [6], and the skin (Melanoma maligna) [7].
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Aim of the study: To establish whether there is a link between the blood
type affiliation of patients to the AB0 and Rhesus factor systems and the
appearance and development of Ca oesophagii.
Material and methods: 92 patients (79 men and 13 women) with
esophageal carcinoma (Ca oesophagii) were studied. The patients were
diagnosed and treated in the Oncology Ward of the Fifth Hospital in Sofia. Their
blood group affiliation to the AB0 and Rhesus factor systems was compared
with the control group of healthy persons of Bulgarian population [8] using the
χ2 criterion.
Results and discussion:
The data of the study are presented in table 1 and figure 1 and 2.
Table 1. Frequency of the blood types from systems AB0 and Rhesus factor in
patients with Ca oesophagii and the control group (%).
Blood types
Patients with Ca
oesophagii n 94
Control group
n 1080

n
%
n
%

O
19
20,66
342
31,67

A
61
66,30
472
43,70

B
6
6,52
184
17,04

AB
6
6,52
82
7,59

Rh+
79
85,87
916
84,81

Rh13
14,13
164
15,19

AB0 system
In the studied patients with Ca oesophagii the following distribution of the
frequencies of the individual blood types was established: type 0 - 20,66%, type
A - 66,30%, type B - 6,52%, and type AB - 6,52%. In the control group the
values were: type 0 - 31,67%, type A - 43,70%, type B - 17,04%, and type AB 7,59%, respectively. The comparison between groups showed a significant
increase in the incidence in patients with type A (by 22,60% to 66,30%) - p
<0.05, and a varying decrease of the values in the other blood types (in type B by 11,54%, in type 0 - by 11,01%, and in type AB - by 1,07%). The observed
differences are not significant - p> 0,1 (table 1 and figure 1).
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Figure 1. Frequency of the blood types from system AB0 in patients with Ca
oesophagii and the control group (%)

Rhesus factor system
The frequencies of the two types of this system in patients with Ca
oesophagii were 85,87% Rh+ and 14,13% Rh- , respectively. In the control
group, the values were 84,81% and 15,19%, respectively. There were no
differences in the values between the studied patients and the control group of
healthy persons of Bulgarian population (Table 1 and Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Frequency of the blood types from system Rhesus factor in patients
with Ca oesophagii and the control group (%)
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Oesophageal carcinoma is the eighth most frequent carcinoma wordwide
with a late clinical manifestation, relatively ineffective therapy, poor prognosis,
and high mortality [9, 10].
There are two main forms of this carcinoma - squamous cell carcinoma
and adenocarcinoma [10]. The first form occurs more often in less developed
countries, while the second is more frequent in developed countries [9]. The risk
factors for the development of squamous cell carcinoma are smoking and
alcohol [9]. Smoking accounts for 50% of cases, and alcohol for about 33%,
while the combination of the two - for 75% of cases [11, 12]. Adenocarcinoma
risk factor is the prolonged acid reflux [13]. Smoking can also trigger its
appearance [11]. It may also be due to other risk factors such as obesity [14].
Erosion processes due to acid reflux occur 20 years later in women than in men,
probably due to hormonal factors. The impact of obesity is well manifested (2030% of patients), but it is not quite clear how it affects the disease [13, 12].
Adenocarcinoma tends to increase in the western world, whereas the squamous
cell carcinoma does not show a change in frequency [15].
The highest incidence of adenocarcinoma is observed in Northern and
Western Europe (Great Britain, the Netherlands, Ireland and Spain), and New
Zealand [16]. For example, in the United Kingdom, the incidence is 18/100000
in the male population and 8.5 / 100000 in female. In this country, 83% of the
patients are over 60 years old, and 42% are over 75 years old [10, 14].
Worldwide, the incidence of this disease is 5.2/ 100,000, with pronounced
gender differentiation - 7.7 / 100,000 in males and 2.8 / 100,000 in females [16].
The incidence of Ca oesophagii in our country is 2.6/100,000,
representing 0,5% of all oncological diseases. There is a marked gender
difference in the prevalence of the disease. For the males the values are 4.3/
100000 – 0,9%, and for the females they are 1.0/ 100000, which is 0,3% [17].
The ratio between the two sexes corresponds to this distribution (85,39% for
men and 14,61% for women).
In most of the malignancies covered by us, a significantly higher
incidence of blood type A patients compared to the control group [8] has been
reported so far. These involve the carcinomas Ca uteri - p <0.01, Ca ovarii - p
<0.01, Ca glandulae mammae - p <0.01, Ca glandulae prostatae - p <0.01 [1],
Ca pancreatis p < [18], Ca penis - p <0.001, Ca testis - p <0.001 [3]. In Ca
ventriculi and Ca coloni, there was a certain increase in group A, but without
significant differences [1]. Some carcinomas - Ca vulvae - p <0.05 [2] and Ca
renis - p <0.001 showed a significant increase in blood type 0 [4].
Some authors believe that there might be genetic factors which trigger the
onset and development of the disease [10].
There are three main stages in the development of the esophageal tumor
[10] - T, N, M:
T - primary tumor with seven sub-stages;
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N - Metastasis in the lymph nodes with three sub-stages;
M - distant metastases with three sub-stages.
The treatment of this disease involves radiotherapy, combined
radiotherapy and chemotherapy, laser therapy, endoscopic prosthesis, and rarely
- surgical intervention. Different types of procedures are performed depending
on the type and stage of the disease [10].
Our study of the blood type of the patients and the significant increase of
disease in patients of type A gives us reason to assume that this blood type is
one of the genetic risk factors for the development of the disease.
Conclusions:
1. In the ABO blood type system of the studied patients there was a
significant increase in blood type A (p <0.05) patients, compared to the
control group.
2. We assume that blood type A is one of the genetic factors for the
appearance and development of esophageal carcinoma.
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ABSTRACT: There are present results from high temperature uniaxial extension of
partially crystalline poly (ethylene terephthalate) (PET) yarns. Effect of the applied to the
samples tensile stress at isothermal conditions on the structural changes in the studied objects
have been investigated. The structural analyses of the processed fibers were realized using
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC).
KEYWORDS: polyester fibers, orientation extension, isothermal conditions, tensile
stress, differential scanning calorimetry.

1. Introduction
As it is known the mechanical properties of the non-isotropic polymer
systems strongly depend on their super molecular structure. Flexible chain
polymer products are typically used in one- and two-axis oriented states in
which they acquire improved deformation-strength performance. The wide
application and consequently higher production of fiber forming polymers, in
particular poly (ethylene terephthalate) (PET), is due to the possibility for
additional treatments with purpose to obtain highly modular and high strength
materials from them.
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One of the main methods for improving of the mechanical properties of the
oriented polymer materials is the heat-mechanical modification (HMM) in its
various varieties [1-5]. A frequently used variant of HMM is the orientational
high-temperature extension, which results in repackaging and in mutual parallel
alignment of the macromolecular chain segments and improvement of the
deformation-strength characteristics of the polymer system. The effectiveness of
such a structural reorganization depends mainly on the properties of the primary
polymer structure, and of the conditions of the non-destructive orienting
download.
Therefore the necessary and sufficient condition for optimizing of the
orienting extension is to find a science-based options to improve the mechanical
properties on the flexible chain polymers in oriented state is the finding of a
mutually suitable structures and conditions for their orientation downloading.
On one side, finding of suitable of appropriate starting structure with a good
deformability to achieve of maximum possible for a given polymer, nondestructive levels of orientational extension. On the other hand, finding of
suitable conditions for achievement of maximum possible non-destructive levels
of orientation download. Each structure requires the appropriate conditions for
optimal downloading and specified downloading conditions are optimally
suitable only for a single corresponding structure.
All of the above noted is particularly important for polyethylene
terephthalate because of its great industrial production and wide application,
mainly in oriented state. The crystallising PET is a model fiber forming complex
two-phase (from a strictly physical point of view - multiphase) amorphouspartially crystalline system. The PET properties are strongly dependent on its
degree of crystallinity as well as on the crystalline phase perfection. Therefore
the studying actuality of the possibility for optimizing of its orientation
download is indisputable.
2. Experimental
2.1. Materials and Methods
Partially crystalline PET as-spun multifilament yarn named S2, have been
selected as a precursor sample.
The initial characteristics of the studied PET fibers were as follows:
✓ speed of fibrillate 2805 m/min;
✓ number of single filaments in the complex thread 32;
✓ diameter of a single fibre 13,0 m ;
✓ degree of crystallinity  = 28,8 %;
✓ birefringence n.103 = 5,35.
Heat-mechanical treatment of the samples was carried out using a device
for thermo-mechanical modification of orientated polymer materials, designed
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and made in the author's laboratory. The studied PET yarns were performed
under isothermal conditions at temperatures of 800C and 850C, in a narrow
temperature range closely above their glass transition temperature [6].
The sample HMM includes annealing of PET fibers for ten minutes at the
appropriate temperature, after that they are subjected for 120 seconds at the
same temperature, to a well-defined tensile stress with values 40 MPa, 80 MPa
and 120 MPa. The effects of some basic parameters of the HMM such as strain
force, extension rate and temperature on the structure development of PET have
been studied using different methods but most often differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC).
Structural changes in the treated samples were examined using a
differential scanning calorimeter DSC "Mettler Toledo" – 820. In accordance
with the requirements of the DSC analyzes [7], the studied fibers were cut into
parts less than one millimeter in length.
2.2. Results and discussion
The obtained DSC thermograms of the untreated sample S 2 as well as of
the high temperature modified at a temperature of 800C and under applied strain
stress of 40 MPa, 80 MPa and 120 MPa are shown in Fig. 1.
As can be seen from Fig. 1, the effect of the tensile stress of 40 MPa is
expressed in the narrowing of the multiple melting peak and the disappearance
of the low temperature asymmetry in the melting peak of the untreated sample.
The most likely causes of the observed effect are as follows:
✓ homogenization of the fiber structure as a degree of orientation;
✓ unification of the packing density of the macromolecular chain
segments.
As proof of this is the appearance of low-temperature melting phase,
instead of the wide spectrum of fractions, that are responsible for the observed
left asymmetry in the melting peak.
In combination with the observed fraction which melts at medium
temperatures (Fig. 1), and with which overlaps strongly, the low temperature
melting phases include within themselves the major amount of the polymeric
material. Together with the fraction that melts at medium temperatures (Fig. 1),
the phases that melt at lower temperatures include themselves the major amount
of the polymeric material. At the same time, the quantitative reduction of the
highest temperature-melting phase, indicates that the modification of the fiber
under these conditions somewhat defects the polymer. Perhaps partial
destructive processes affect this most ordered and pre-stressed structural part of
the material.
At a strain stress of 80 MPa (Fig. 1) the high temperature melting phase
recovers and even significantly exceeds quantitatively the high temperature
melting phases of the untreated and less-oriented samples.
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DSK curve obtained under strain stress of 120 MPa (Fig. 1) shows that the
melting peak visible almost lost its multiple character. This may be a result of
maximum compaction of the substance or overlapping of the phases and their
reorganization in a single phase.
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Fig. 1. DSC curves of PET fibers, heat mechanically modified at 800С and
values of the applied tensile stress of 40 МРа, 80 МРа and 120 МРа.

Probably, this phase is characterized by a close enough distribution
between the molecular contacts of interaction energy, which is related to a
narrow distribution of the macromolecular segments in the amorphous regions
by degree of tautness.
The results of the DSC analyzes of sample S2 subjected to HMM under
conditions described above and temperature 850С are shown in Fig. 2. As it can
be seen from Fig. 2, with the increasing of HMM temperature up to 850С,
immediately at a tensile stress of 40 MPa there is observed a marked reduction
in the width and asymmetry of the multiple melting peak.
Typical here is that even at this first, lowest strain load at HMM, the
multipurpose structure of the composite peak almost disappears. This shows a
strong compaction and alignment of the packaging of the macromolecular chain
segments with low presence of left asymmetry and the existence of a low
temperature-melting fraction.
With increasing of the orientation strain stress up to 80 MPa, at the same
temperature of the object elongation (Fig. 2), the observed trend of stacking,
respectively sealing of the packaging segment is preserved. It is observed a
further reduction of the half-width of the composite melting peak which looks
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almost symmetrical. Low temperature asymmetry has disappeared, and peak
narrowing corresponds with its little deviation to the higher temperatures to the
right on the temperature scale.
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Fig. 2. DSC curves of PET fibers, heat mechanically modified at 850С and
values of the applied tensile stress of 40 МРа, 80 МРа and 120 МРа.

It can easily be assumed that the packing of the macromolecular chain
segments of PET into the amorphous areas requires more heat energy, at a
higher temperature to break intermolecular contacts and melt the material.
Increasing of the load to the maximum experimental of 120 MPa
orientation tensile stress (Fig. 2) confirms the same, but less noticeable trend. In
addition, there is observed a very low reverse position deviation of the melting
peak on the temperature scale. Probably also in this case the highest mechanical
load values, along with the high temperature of the modification, cause
destructions that breaks the packaging of the macromolecular chain segments.
In conclusion, it is possible to note the deterministic influence of the
orientation mechanical stress on the structural reconstruction of PET fibers in
the isothermal modification mode.
On the other hand makes an impression the ambiguous role of its growth on
the order increasing, homogeneity and consolidation of the structural
organization of the objects. The above is based on the observed change in the
quantitation ratio between the phases with different melting temperatures in the
multiple melting peaks.
The observed effects are a logical consequence of the complex
superposition of the alternative and mutually dependent competitive processes
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of orientation and destruction, defining the mechanism of the high temperature
orientation extension.
Acknowledgment. Part of the present work has been supported by Grants
№ РД-08-142/08.02.2018 from Konstantin Preslavsky University, Shumen.
Conclusion
Partially crystalline polyethylene terephthalate fibers were subjected to a
high temperature orientation elongation. Samples were subjected to strain
stresses of 40 MPa, 80 MPa and 120 MPa at temperatures of 800С and 850С.
Structural changes in the treated objects were studied using differential
scanning calorimetry.
It was found that the orientation mechanical stress has a decisive influence
on the structural changes of PET fibers in the isothermal mode of modification.
A satisfactory explanation of the obtained results needs of additional
investigations and they are coming.
The planned next step of the studies, concerning the structural changes in
PET filaments caused by heat-mechanical modification, includes fibers
treatment at elevated temperatures of 900C and 95 0C.
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